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Pair and g-photon production from a thin foil confined by two laser pulses

Baifei Shen1,2 and J. Meyer-ter-Vehn1
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Electron-positron andg-photon production by high-intensity laser pulses is investigated for a special target
geometry, in which two pulses irradiate a very thin foil~10–100 nm, skin depth! with same intensity from
opposite sides. A stationary solution is derived describing foil compression between the two pulses. Circular
polarization is chosen such that all electrons and positrons rotate in the plane of the foil. We discuss the laser
and target parameters required in order to optimize theg photon and pair production rate. We find ag-photon
intensity of 731027/sr s and a positron density of 531022/cm3 when using two 330 fs , 731021 W/cm2 laser
pulses.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For laser intensities exceeding 1018 W/cm23(l/mm)2

@1#, electrons of irradiated targets move relativistically in t
laser field. They are heated up to multi-MeV temperatu
@2–4#, and a large fraction is accelerated in laser direct
@5–11#. For kinetic electron energies ofE.2mc2, electron-
positron pairs are produced via direct electron-ion collis
@12,13# and the two-step process, involving emission ofg
photons followed by pair production@14–18#. Other nuclear
reactions, such as nuclear fission and neutron production
also possible@15,16,18–20#. Shkolnikovet al. estimated 107

positrons per shot for a terawatt~TW!, 200 fs laser pulse
producing electrons which then propagate into a high-Z ma-
terial and produce pairs via the two-step process@14#. This
process has been demonstrated experimentally@15,17#.

Liang et al. @13# have suggested another method to p
duce pairs. A foil is heated by two linearly polarized las
pulses from opposite sides. The characteristic kinetic ene
is roughly given by@2#

Ehot5mec
2~A11Il2/1.421!, ~1!

with laser intensityI in units of 1018 W/cm2 and laser wave-
lengthl in mm; me is the electron mass andc the velocity of
light. From this one finds Ehot.2mec

2 for Il2.
1.231019 (W/cm2) mm2. WhenEhot.2mec

2, pairs can be
produced via direct electron-ion collisions. Because the cr
section is very small, high plasma density and long confi
ment times are important for this process.

We mention that pair production was also considered
underdense plasmas@12# or for a plasma channel. In thi
context, the number of relativistic electrons can be hi
because the laser pulse can propagate a long dista
However, the density is limited by the critical densitync
51.131021 cm23 for laser pulses of wavelength 1mm.
Therefore, one needs long plasma channels to obtain s
cient production rates.

In the present paper, we follow the proposal of Liang, b
use two circularly polarized laser pulses illuminating a ve
thin foil, for example, a gold foil 10 nm thick. The polariza
tion of the counterpropagating pulses is chosen such
1063-651X/2001/65~1!/016405~6!/$20.00 65 0164
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their electric vectors rotate in the same direction. In this ca
there is no fast oscillating interference pattern, and the li
pressure varies with time just as the envelope of the puls
leads to a quasistationary situation with a self-consistent d
sity profile in which light pressure is balanced by therm
electron pressure inside the foil, and electron motion
dominated by circular motion in the plane of the foil wit
kinetic energy

Ekin5mec
2~A11a221!, ~2!

involving the normalized vector potentiala5eA/mec
2 of la-

ser field. This configuration produces the most gentle form
beam target interaction, in which electron heating is redu
to a minimum. Because of low electron temperature, h
electron density is obtained. When applying laser intensi
of a few 1019 W/cm2, the kinetic energy of the electron
exceedsEkin52mec

2, and pair production sets in.
The efficiency ofg photon production due to bremsstra

lung @21# inside the foil increases with plasma density. Sin
electrons are not strongly heated in the present configura
and do not propagate, the emission ofg photons is concen-
trated in space time in the laser interaction volume. Howe
not much two-step pair production occurs in this volum
because typicallymr !1, wherem is the coefficient for pair
production andr the volume size. To make the (g,e1e2)
process efficient, one has to place sufficient high-Z material
around the interaction volume. In the following, we discu
the various cross sections in Sec. II, the model for station
foil compression in Sec. III, and the results from both an
lytical treatment and corresponding one-dimensio
particle-in-cell~1D-PIC! simulations in Sec. IV@2,4,22#. The
simulations are based on the 1D-PIC codeLPIC11 @23#.

II. CROSS SECTIONS

For in-flight e1e2 annihilation into two photons@24#, the
cross section is

san~Z,g!5
Zpr 0

2

g11 Fg214g11

g221
ln~g1Ag221!2

g13

Ag221
G ,

~3!
©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
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wherer 052.8179310213 cm is the classical electron radiu
g is Lorentz factor of the positron. In this paper, we ha
g5A11a2, recalling that electron momentum is related
the laser field bya5p/mec in the present context. Forg
53, san51.7310225Z cm2. Usually the annihilation rate is
low due to the low positron density. The cross section
e1e2 production from direct electron-ion collision@12,13# is

sei55310233Z2~g23!3.6 cm2, ~4!

in the electron energy region ofE,7 MeV; for E
.7 MeV one has

sei51.6310230Z2~ ln g!3 cm2. ~5!

In the limit of low annihilation rate, the pair density grow
according to

ṅ15~n11ne!nicsei , ~6!

wherene andni are density of electron and ion, respective
The equation can be integrated to give the pair growth
tory,

n1~z,t !5
1

2
Zni~z!$exp@G~z!t#21%, ~7!

wherez is the space coordinate and the pair growth rate

G~z!52ni~z!csei~z!. ~8!

WhenGt!1, n15neniseict. The total number of positron
produced from the foil per area is

N15E n1dz. ~9!

Liang et al. @13# estimate that a 1 ps, 1.431020 W/cm2

laser pulse focused to a 10mm radius spot on a thin gold
foil 3.5 mm thick and with an electron density ofne /nc
530 may heat 7.331012 electrons, i.e., 20% of all electrons
to energies much higher than 1 MeV. The temperature of
hot electron component isTe510 MeV. The pair creation
rate from direct electron-ion collisions then isG52cnis
5(631010)3(4.231020)3(2.8310225)573106/s and the
total pair number per shot amounts to

Npair5
1

2
N2~Gt !50.53~7.331012!3~731026!

52.63107, ~10!

or 2.93107 per kJ of laser energy. In the paper of Lian
et al., a much higher pair production rate was obtained
seems that they used solid density to calculate the pair
duction rate. If all the foil is heated to 10 MeV, it is impo
sible to maintain a solid density because of the great ther
pressure, as we will see below. When a thick foil is used
that in the middle of the foil it is still cold while the lase
pulses are on, then only some energetic electrons go thro
the foil, and the efficiency of pair production is similar to th
01640
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case where a solid target is illuminated by a single la
pulse; we cannot reproduce the pair density of 0.1% of
target electron density reported in Ref.@13#.

In the two-step process, firstg photons are generated du
to the bremsstrahlung of the relativistic electrons. The cr
section of bremsstrahlung forg photons of energy large
thanE0 @14# is

sg51.1310226Z2F0.83S E0

Ekin
21D2 ln

E0

Ekin
G cm2,

~11!

whereEkin is the kinetic energy of the incident electron.
order to produce pairs, the energy of theg photons must be
larger than the thresholdE051.022 MeV. The cross
section for pair production isspair5s0p̄Z2, where s0
55.8310228 cm22. Formec

2!hn!137mec
2Z21/3, it is ap-

proximately@25#

spair5s0Z2F28

9
ln

2hn

mec
2 2

218

27 G . ~12!

In addition to the process of pair production, photoionizati
and Compton scattering occurs. The total linear attenua
coefficient is aboutm50.5 cm21 for lead in the energy
range of interest@25#.

Energetic electrons can be generated in both underd
and overdense plasmas and are typically emitted in the
rection of the laser pulse@9,10,26#. These electrons will then
propagate into high-Z material. The number of the brems
strahlungg photons at the positionz is

Ng~z!5N2E
0

z

n0sgdz5N2n0sgz, ~13!

whereN2 is the number of energetic electrons emitted fro
the laser-plasma interaction region,n0 is the atom density of
the high-Z material. The total number of positrons produc
is

N15E
0

l

Ng~z!n0spairdz

5N2sgspairn0
2l 2/2

5
1

2
N2~sgn0l !~spairn0l !. ~14!

This equation is valid when the length of the high-Z material
is l !R and m21, whereR is the stopping distance of th
energetic electron andm the absorption coefficient of theg
photons. It is clear that the propagation distance in highZ
material is very important for pair production in the two-st
process.

In the experiment of Gahnet al. @9#, the total number of
energetic electrons of temperature 3 MeV emitted from la
plasma interaction is about 231010 for a 200 fs, 250 mJ lase
pulse with peak intensity of 431018 W/cm2. For 1 kJ laser
energy, we extrapolate a number of 831013. A l 52 mm
5-2
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PAIR AND g-PHOTON PRODUCTION FROM A THIN FOIL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E 65 016405
thick lead (Z582) of atom densityn053.331022 cm23 can
be used to produceg photons and then pairs. We suppose
Lorentz factor of the electrons to beg56. The conversion
factor from energetic electron tog photon isKeg5sgn0l
5(4.6310227Z2)3(3.331022)30.250.2. The factor from
g photon to pair isKg,pair5spairn0l 50.008. Here we use
spair52.310228Z2 for a photon energy of 2 MeV@25#.
Therefore, the pair number per shot is aboutNpair
5 1

2 N2KegKg,pair51.63107 or 6.431010 per kJ of laser en-
ergy. In the following, we discuss pair production in a th
foil confined between two circularly polarized laser pulse

III. FOIL COMPRESSED BY LASER PULSES

We consider a thin foil illuminated by two circularly po
larized laser pulses from opposite sides, as sketched in
1. This configuration has been studied in detail in Ref.@27#.
Thin foils illuminated by a single laser pulse have been st
ied in a number of papers@28–32#. In Ref. @27#, it was sup-
posed that ions are fixed and electrons are cold@33–36#. It
was found that the light pressure strongly compresses
electrons inside the foil. Here we suppose that the laser p
is long enough for ions to follow electron motion within th
thin foil. As a model, we set the electron density equal to
ion density so that the electrostatic field is zero. We try
obtain a one-dimensional~1D! stationary solution of this
problem, where the ponderomotive force of the laser field
balanced by thermal electron pressure. Fermi pressure is
glected. A very thin foil is assumed, say a 10 nm thick go
foil or a 50 nm aluminum foil, which is ionized by the lase
pulses.

It is well known that the normalized thermal pressure

ET5
3

2
TeNe , ~15!

where the electron densityNe normalized to the critical den
sity nc , electron temperatureTe normalized tomec

2. Be-
cause the ponderomotive force is balanced by the ther
force, we have

Ne

]g

]j
52

]ET

]j
52

3

2
Te

]Ne

]j
, ~16!

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of plasma density with positio
jb ,jc , where boundary conditions are used, anda1 ,a2 ,a3 ,a4 ,a5

defining wave amplitudes.
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whereg5(11a2)1/2,a5eA/mec
2, andj5vLz/c; vL is the

frequency of laser. We easily obtain the solution

Ne5N0exp~22g/3Te!. ~17!

Following the method in Ref.@27#, we take the fielda
5a(j)eivLt1 iu(j) inside the foil with real amplitudea(j)
and real phaseu(j). Because the ion density is the same
the electron density at each position, we obtain

g

a

]2a

]j2 2
gM2

a4
1g5Ne , ~18!

M52
]u

]j
~g221!, ~19!

W5
g2

2a2 S ]g

]j D 2

1
M2

2a2 1
1

2
g21

3

2
TeNe , ~20!

where M and W are constants with respect toj. At positions
jb andjc , where the electron density is very low, the inc
dent laser pulses and the outcoming laser pulses propa
just as in vacuum. From continuity of transverse electric a
magnetic field at left and right boundary, one finds ten eq
tions relating amplitudes and phases; they have been der
as Eqs.~8! to ~18! in Ref. @27# and are not given explicitly
here. In addition, one finds

W52a1
211/22M1~3/2!TeNe~jb!. ~21!

Now the task is to obtain the two constantsM andW, the
space-dependent laser field, and the electron density by u
the amplitudesa1 ,a5, the relative phasef51, the electron
temperature, and the foil density per area. In practice,
suppose M to be given and alsoa2 at some arbitrary posi-
tion; we choose the point where the electron density is
exampleNe50.1. From Eq.~21!, we then getW. We rewrite
Eq. ~20! as

]a

]j
56~2W2M2/a22a22123TeNe!

1/2. ~22!

Using Eqs.~17! and ~22!, we obtain laser field and electro
density as a function of space and thereby the foil density
area. At the same time,f515f5c2f1b can be obtained.
Strictly speaking,f51 is not the exact phase difference b
tween the two incident laser pulses for the foil, because
MÞ0 the density distribution is asymmetric. However, b
cause the foil is very thin, we neglect this phase differen
In conclusion, we have derivedf51 and foil density per area
from M andab . For M50, f5150 or f515p. It means that
M ,W, and all other quantities can be obtained by inversi
5-3
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IV. RESULTS

First we give results for a thin gold foil with areal densi
of 3.331018cm22(3000 nc310 nm), illuminated by
two 330 fs circularly polarized laser pulses of intens
6.831021 W/cm2 and having amplitudes a15a5

550(x̂ sinvt1ŷcosvt)sin(vt/400) in the time interval 0
,vt,400p. The initial relative phase between the two las
pulses is zero. In the PIC simulation, performed in paralle
the analytic analysis, the foil is initially located at 0.0
,z/l,0.07 with a uniform densityne /nc53000. There-
fore, in Fig. ~2! and Fig.~3! the location of electron densit
differs from the analytic result in which the foil is initially
located at 0,z/l,0.01. We useq/e51 andmi /me54580
for completely ionized gold. The initial electron temperatu
is supposed to beTe59.231023mec

2(460 eV). Heating
due to ionization and collisions are not included in the P
code. Nevertheless, the plasma is compressed by the
pressure and heated by the work done by the light press
It is interesting that, when neglecting heating by light pre
sure, the electron temperature becomes lower than the in
temperature. This is due to the relativistic increase in m
supposing that thermal momentum and thermal energy
initially PT0 and PT0

2 /2me . After laser pulse incidence, th
electrons rotate relativistically in the laser field with Loren
factor g. Because the thermal momentum is constant, th
mal energy becomesPT0

2 /2meg.
In Fig. 2~a!, we show electron and ion density and t

laser field, as obtained from the 1D-PIC simulation. It is se
that the foil is strongly compressed due to the large li
pressure. Also the laser field inside the foil is very largea
532); this is because the thickness of foil is smaller than
skin depth. The analytical result is given in Fig. 2~b!. The
temperature used in the analytical calculation isTe
50.025mec

2 ~13 keV!, which is taken from the PIC simula
tion. First we consider the one-step process to produce p

FIG. 2. Electron density distributionne /nc and laser fielda as a
function of foil depthZ/l. Two circularly polarized laser pulses o
amplitude a550 and phasef5150 illuminate the foil from
opposite sides. The electron density of the foil per area
3.331018 /cm2. ~a! Simulation result at peak of laser pulses.~b!
Analytical results.

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but forf515p.
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We use Eq. ~8! to calculate the growth rate and fin
2.931010 s21 at the peak of laser pulse. For two 330 fs las
pulses with a focal radius of 10mm, we obtain 531010 pos-
itrons per shot or 3.63109 per kJ laser energy. The positro
density is 0.5% of the electron density, i.e., 531022/cm3 in
the middle of the foil.

One should notice thatf5150 does not correspond to
stable point@27#. Fortunately, however, the foil can stay fo
several hundred femtoseconds in this position before mov
appreciably. It is important that one hasf5150 initially.
Otherwise, the foil would oscillate quickly. Althoughf51
5p is a stable point, it would not be a good choice. As w
see in Fig. 3, the plasma density is much lower in this c
than in Fig. 2, and the laser field in the foil isa,1. There-
fore, pair production would be strongly degraded. The a
lytical results again give a good agreement to the PIC sim
lation for an electron temperature ofTe50.024mc2. The
thickness of the foil is also crucial for pair production. For
foil much thicker than the skin depth, one would haveM
'0 for any f51. From Eq.~20! and ~21!, we find that the
largest electron density in the middle of the foil is

Ne~max!5
4

3
a1

2/Te . ~23!

This implies high plasma density for low temperature. O
the other hand, the laser fielda is too small even near the
surface of the foil. In order to check this point, we ha
performed a simulation using a foil with an electron dens
of 3.331019/cm2 (3000nc30.1 mm), ten times larger than
before. In this case, we find the laser field to bea,3 inside
the foil, too low for pair production. From the PIC simula
tion, we find also that the electron temperatureTe
50.15mec

2 is much higher than in the case of the thin fo
that givesTe50.025mec

2. This is due to the fact that mos
electrons are no longer relativistic.

In Fig. 4 we plot the rate of pair production as a functio
of foil density. We suppose that the electron temperatur
Te50.025mec

2. We find that the increase of the pair creatio
rate is faster than the increase of laser intensity. From Fig
we find that proper choice of foil thickness is also importa
Pair production is low for either too thick or too thin foils

s

FIG. 4. Pair creation rate as a function of foil density for diffe
ent laser amplitudes.
5-4
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because it gives a low pair creation rate and low pair crea
number. It is also easier for the thin foil to oscillate.

Now we consider the two-step process. For the case
Fig. 2, the production rate of bremsstrahlungg photons in-
side the foil with energy larger than 1.022 MeV
1.231013 s21, which is obtained with the help of Eq.~11!.
Theg photon intensity is 431031 cm22s21, because the foil
density is 3.331018 cm22. Therefore, even if theg photons
radiate uniformly in space, the radiation intensity can rea
1.031025 (sr s)21 for a focus radius of 10mm. At 1 m dis-
tance, it is 131021 (cm2s)21. We plot theg photon creation
rate as a function of foil density in Fig. 5. Theg photon
creation rate has a similar behavior as the pair creation
inside the foil.

We use the approximate function@37,38#

f ~u!5C~ue2au1due23au! ~24!

to calculate the angular distribution, whereu5(g21)u,
C59a2/(91d), a50.625, andd50.13@0.81(1.3/Z)#@100
1(1/E)#$11@k/g21#%. Herek is the photon energy. For th
case ofg532, we plot the angular distribution in Fig. 6. W
find that the peak in the angular radiation spectrum is
about61° out of the target plane and most of the energy
radiated into the region of63°. Therefore, the solid angle i
about 2p(12cosu)'4p/730, and the radiation intensity i
730 times stronger than estimated above.

Even if theg photons move exactly in transverse dire
tion, it takes only about 30 fs for them to move a distance
mm which is the radius of laser focus. Because the foi
very thin ~1 nm after compression!, g photons easily move
out. For the case of Fig.~5!, a g photon propagates onl
about 0.6 mm before it moves out. Therefore, pair produ
tion due to the two-step process inside the foil is mu
smaller than outside the focus supposing it is surrounded
high-Z material.

For 2 mm thick lead, the (g,e1e2) production factor is
Kg,pair5spairn0l 50.1. Herespair52.6310227Z2 cm22 is
used forg photons of energy 15 MeV@25#. Therefore, the
pair production rate isGpair5GgKg,pair51.231012 s21

and, for a 330 fs laser pulse, we have 1.331019 cm22 pos-

FIG. 5. Creation rate ofg photons of energy larger than 1 Me
as a function of foil density for different laser amplitudes.
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itrons per shot or 1.531011 per kJ laser energy. In this wa
we can obtain higher pair production than in the one-s
process (3.231016 cm22 per shot!. If we usem21 instead of
2 mm to calculate pair production, it will be ten times high

V. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have obtained stationary analytical
lutions for intense electromagnetic waves of circular pol
ization shining from opposite sides on a thin foil. Both ele
tron and ion motion is considered. Ultrathin foils illuminate
by two intense circularly polarized laser pulses of zero ph
difference are considered to produceg photons and electron
positron pairs. We find g photon intensities of
731027 (sr s)21 and positron densities of 531022 cm23 by
using 330 fs laser pulses of amplitudea550.

The large positron population should lead to an ultrash
ultrabright flash of 511 keV annihilation radiation. The tim
structure of this flash depends on how a quasineutrale1e2

cloud may expand and separate from the dense produc
volume. The results presented here are based on
dimensional treatment; effects of instabilities possibly occ
ring in real three-dimensional space have not been inve
gated. The 1D-PIC simulations seem to confirm that elect
heating is low under the irradiation conditions consider
The neglection of collisions may be justified in view of th
relativistic electron energies, but could play a role in t
startup phase of irradiation. In this context, prepulse supp
sion is a crucial issue. Experimental verification of t
present results, therefore, appears to be very demandin
requires high-contrast-ratio laser pulses and two-sided i
diation of very thin foils with high precision. Explorator
experiments are now under preparation at the Ruther
laboratory@39#.
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FIG. 6. Angular distribution ofg photons for the case in Fig. 2
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